


pushes the detonation tolerance upward
l,et's first look at what past scientific

research has proven to be fundamenullytrue
when it mmes to mmbustion theorv. and then

dig into how that theory can be practicalty
applied to our performance engines.

INTET CHARGE TE]UIPERATURE
Initial temperature has a direct influence on the det-

onation limit, with a higher initial charge temperature
resulting in a greater tendency towards detonation As
the temperature of the inlet charge increases, the tem-
peftrture of the end gas in the combustion process
increases at a given pressure, making the engine more
prone to detonate. You can see the practical application
of mmbating this efiect in practically any newer vehicle,

as nearly all are equipped with some form ofcold air induction A mld
air induction provides a dual benefit in performance applications,
lncreasing the charge density for grearcr power, while allowing the
engine to tolexate higher cylinder pressures with a given fueL In the
old dap, most vehicles would gulp nothing but underhood air and it
is surprising how many performance cars arc set up in exactly the
same way todalr A cold-air induction syxtem can drop the inlet air
temperature from a typical figure of around 180 degrees, to a much
more digestible 100 degrees, or lower.

While the air inlet tempenture is a facto6 it isnt eractly the same
thing as inlet charge temperature in the combustion chamber. The
thing to consider here is keeping the charge cool once it finds is way
past the carbureor or *rottle body Where are the potential sources
ofheat gain? The biggest potential culprit is the exhaust crossover
originally found in many older vehicles, and also built into quite a few
aftermarket performance maffilds. The exhaust crossover passage
plumbs a constant flow oferhaust gas dght through the center of*re
manifold often widr a substantial area in the passage directly below
the manifold's plenum Imagrne the heating effect to the inlet charge
ofplumbing exhaust gasses ofup to L000 degrees right through the
manifold In fact, trans ning heat to the induction ctrrarge is precise-
ly the reason *rc exhaust cro$sover was put there in the fint place.

The exhaust gas crossover is designed to add heat, which is
good for vaporizing fuel when driving in cold weather, but mur-
der on octane requirement in hot weather. Consider that alu-
minum transferc heat at five times the rate of cast iron, and you
mlght be tempted to block the crossover in your aluminum
intake if performance is the ultimate goal.

Race-style intake manifolds feature divorced runners, with a
separate valley plate isolating the passages from the hot valley
below. No exhaust crossover to be found here. Cooler air is
denser, adding power, while lower temperatures reduce the ten-
dency to detonate.

The heat helps vaporize the fuel for bener mld distribution, and actu-
ally warms the manifold to prevent pan-duotde carb icing in ve ry cold
climates If maximum pump gas performance is the goal, the exhaust
crossover is really working against the effon.

While the crossover is an obvious source of manifold heat that is
quickly soaked by the induction slnter[ there are other sources of
heat thatalso playa part.The manifold ofmostV8 engines also serves
as the cover for the lifter valley, making the intake subject to all the
heat cooking up in the enginds lifter valley Racen identfied this as a
potential power loss, and various heat shields have been available to
help diminish the effecr Bener still, a design originallyapplied to race
manifolds, and showing up more and more on performance street
intakes is the divorced runneq with a separate valley plate isolating the
valley, and the runners open to the air from below Examples here
include many rarc single-planes, and Edelbrocks AiCap series of
nvo-planes. While we've mvered *re most obvious offenders for heat
transfer into ttre inductioncharge, *rere are other more subde heat
sources thatcan be mnsidered In lookingto minimize the heat reach-
ing the intalre, we've seen competiton in the Engine Masten
Challenge experiment with heat transfer resistant materials for intake
manifold gaskets, and even seeking to minimize the heat transfer from
the intake manifold and carb fastenen. More conventionally, spacen
or isolaton under the carb can contribute to reduced charge temper-
ature. Any temperature rcduction here will help in making power on
pump 8as.

KEEP IT COOL
The effect of coolant temperature on detona-

tion is similar to that of inlet temperature, and the
reason is strangely the same: lower end-gas tem-
perature. Here the direction is pretty clear: mini-
mize the coolant temperature, and the potential is
there to make more power on pump gas. Anyone
who has had the experienced ofdriving an under-
cooled but edgy performance powerplant in scald-

ingweather is pretty familiarwith the result. Here the goal is to max-
imize the efficiency of the cooling qatem, which by itself will
increase power, while allowing more power to be produced on
pump gas.

There are also a couple of other considerations often missed
when considering cooling Hot-rodded engines make more power



and are almost alwap tougher to keep cool than a stocker. Most of
us have rebuilt, over-bored engines, which are generally harder to
keep'cool, depending on the remaining rylinder wall thickness.
Finally, perhaps more than 95 percent of engines rebuilt are simply
hot tanked orjet-cleaned, which does nothing to clean the surface
rust scale inside the water jacket beyond the loose crust" Acid-dip
ping is about the only effective means to really clean the jackes of
a used engine, an operation seldom performed The rust layer is an
effective thermal insulator, making it tougher to transfer heat out of
the engine and into the cooling qntern

All ofthis adds up to a real need for an exceptional cooling qn-
tem The most obvious component here is the radiator. The secret
to effective cooling is effective heat transfq and the path to gening
there is capacity. The radiator is the workhone of the cooling syv
tem, with the job of dissipating the heat canied by the coolant into
the air. To do is job, an effective fan is a must, along with a shroud.
Radiaton are not all created equal, and can vary in their construc-
tioq size and efficiency Until recent years, automotive radiaton
were of copper/brass tube-and-fin construction, and most manufac-
turers varied the cooling capacity of different models by radiator
size, both in cross-sectional size, and in core thickness. The rule for
selection here is a no-brainer: bigger is bener both in cross section
and thickness.

Aluminum radiaton have become quite popular in recent years,
and for good reason Aluminum radiaton look good, are lighter, and
have been found to be very efficient in cooling. Gchnically, the rate
of heat dissipation for brass is higher than aluminum, however one
of the primary advantages of aluminum is mechanical. Aluminum is
much stronger than brass, allowing for the tubes to be built with a
much more efficient elongated shape. This is a primary reason for
their outstanding cooling capabilities.

The radiator and fan don't
work alone when it comes to
keeping the engine cool. The
water pump is another pan that

Minimizing coolant tempera-
ture helps in the purcuit
of power, and raises the

detonation limit. A high-
quality aftermarket radi-

ator can substantially
decrease operating tem-

perature. Flex-a-lite's
internal fins perform as

heat sinks absorbing
heat more quickly from

the engine coolant, then
radiating it through

external fins to dissipate
heat twice as efficiently.

needs consideration The stock water pump is fine for a stock or
mild engine, but there are circumstances where an upgrade can be
an advantage. High-compressiorl increased rylinder pressurc, rpnl
and power output all increase the demands on the cooling qntern
A high-efficiency water pump is an effective way to increase the
cooling capacity under such compromised conditions. The
increased coolant flow and pressure will help "scrub" heat from
localized hot spots, improving cooling. There are a number of man-

What's happening in the water jackets is an impor-
tant aspect in cooling efficiency. For optimal heat
transfer, the waterjackets should be clean of scale
at the time of a rebuild if a used block is used.
An additive like Royal Purple's Purple lce
helps heat transfer from metal engine
components into the coolant.

ufacturers that produce high-capaciry
replacement water pumps, including
Milodorl Edelbrock, and Weiand, which
move sigdficandy more water at lower
rpm, and are designed to lessen the
impeller cavitation at higher engine speeds.

A cooling qntem needs a system conro[
and that's handled by the thermostat. Thermostats arc rated by tem-
pentue at the point when they begin to open fu the enginds tem-
perature rises, the'stat opens to allow more coolant flow through the
engine. A lower rated 'stat won t make the engine run cooler if the rest
of the qntem can't dissipate *re heat fast enough Howeve4 if the
capaclty is *rere, a moler *rermostat will result in a cooler-running
engine. General$, a 180-degrer thermostat is the recommended piece
for a smeet engine, though a moler 160-degree unit can result in a
slight power increase, and reduced tendency toward detonatiorl ifthe
cooling qntem has the capacity to keep the temperature down

Conventional reverse-poppet valve thermostats are desigred in
such a way that the valve opens against the flow ofthe engine. This

creates a situation wherein the coolant flow
pressure has an effect on the thermosuCs

opening. Wth high-flow water pumps,
the pressure differential can be enough to
cause a change in the operational opening
rate of the thermostat. Improved "bal-
anced flow" "stat utilize a balanced sleeve
desigl which results in equal pressure at
both sides ofthe valve, so that its opera-
tion is solely regulated by coolant temper-
ature. A balanced sleeve thermostat. like
one of those offered by Milodon is highlv
recommended with a high-flow water

pump, since the added pressure
can try to hold a conventional
thermostaCs valve closed.

TIGHTING IT OFF
It's impossible to try and make the most of

pump girs power without considering the time factor.
Ignition tinung has a pronounced efect on both power and how

much power can be made without detonating There is an optimal
igrition point for rurx powet reflective of the cylinder pressurc versus

crank angle in the running engine. Howwe4 the
optimal timing rnay never be achievablg if the
engine wants to detonate. As rpm rises, cycle-to-
cycle time is decreased, and the time available for
the end gasses to auteignite and propapte is pro
gressivelylower. Fordetonationto be possible in an
engine, the reaction time ofthe unbumed mixnrre
must be shorter *ran the time for normal flame
travel through the mixure, again a rcduced likeli-



hood as rpm increases What does *ris mean to the hot rodder?
Simply puq at higher rpnl detonation becomes less ofan isuq and .

^the engine can openate at higher cylinder pressures and power lwe
One of the main reasons for adranoe in a spark ignition engine is

___lowrr the octane rcquirement at lower engine ,p".a"- 
" --l

Whether or not$e end gas auto-rgruta is primadly a question ofenfuas ternpenature and compression ful Th" influence of endgas prcssurc is secondary and a much
smaller factor in itsef outside of t]re resulunt heat gain of the end gasses ,h,o;;, t,J-,rp,*
sion process iself since *re propagation of the normal.o*l*tio]' mni;;;-d".y -*pressivefacoron the end gasses, theigrition timingcan oontrolthe comp*ri*,ir"""rthe endgasser reducing the tendency to detonate This oonuol is espe-
cialb atnactirre at lower rpnl where the potential for dercna
tion is most acute. Wttr fine contol of the engine,s adrance
ctwg the wenall outputcan be optimizedThe bestqarn
ples herc are some ofthe OE engine maru€emem sysrems
in modem performanoe carg wheie ttre timing is oon
stantly adjusted to just under ttre point at which the
engine will detonate. A feedback qntem
like ttris is pretty difficult to compete with
when working with mechanical springs
and weighs in a conventional disuibutor.
howwel skiiled tuning of the adrance
curve is a surc pa*r to makingmore power
wi*r pump gas

A more recent development is *re
elecuonic programmable ignirion qntem
found on high-end igritions such as the
MSD Digrtal 7 With a bol( lilrc this the
adrance rarc can be tuned o any imagin-
able curve, and adjusted elecmnicalfu
Tuning it o maximum advantage requires
trial and enor testing preferab$ with

By tapping a laptop computer to the electronic timing interface, the curve of the MSD 7
flT..fj,b:_:llgo-t-".:I!,:11:Ii:^"lsll. requirem_eits- r,r_eea iL p"ri"litu"'tiiins outto av.oid detonauon at peak torque? A-few #*" 

"it;k 

';ii 
priit[I't"#;#;'#J

rgg:d.The fiming can be adjusted for each cyrinder rnauouiriv, ioiil," riti."t" inlgnition control.

otters a computer interface that elimF
nates the need for mechanical springs
and weights, offerlng the ability to cie-
ate any tlming curve needed.

some drno time, but it provides a lwel of
flexibility in opdmizing an engine package
unavailable with conventional ignitions.

F
a dircct

efect on the flame speed and tempeftrturc,
as well as the reacdon time of the end gaseg
all facton in the detonation tolerancqof anControl

of the ignition engine. These facts point
outthatthe mixnue is an
imponant factor in mak-
ingthe mostpowerwith
a given octane fuel The
first thing to consider is
wtrrat the acnral air/fuel
natio is in the cylinder.
Rich mixtures do tend to
supprcss detonadon but

An EFI sys-
tem is only as

good as the controls,

timing is one of the
keys to manaqinq detonation-

at *re price of rcduced fuel efficiencv and
that isnt usually a good irade-offfor 

"-ruotperformance application The facbr often
overloolred here is the miftue disribution
Considering an eightcylinder enging there
are quite afewholes geaingfilled werytime
the crank tums, and the mixture reaching
each of these holes mn vary subsantialh
Deonation will oocur in *rc
lean cylinderg so to

and the FAST XFI is one of the
best. We have used this control system

for many dyno test sessions, and ttre
calibration capabilities are unreal.



compensate, tne nxxtue
has to be richer overall

Now consider rvhat
can happen if a finer
range of mimrre connol
is achieved. Wthout
having to go richer over-
all to bring the lean cylin-
den into the zone, the
power is increased and
the detonation limit is
raised at the same time.
Rrelinjection is the most
accurate means of
evening up the distribu-
tioru and beuer disuibu-
tion will equate to more
output from a gallon of
gasoline. A carbureted engine can also benefit from improved distributiorL and in fact weve
heard from some of our top Engine Masten competiton ttrat getting the rylinder-to-cylinder
distribution dialed-in was a major pan of their development effon The emphasis there obvi-
ously had nothing to do with economy, rather the effon was aimed at making the most power
overall.Wthdistribution held in a nanow rangefromcylinderto cylinder, the mixture muld be
optimized for the engine, without some overly rich q,linden dragging down powerwhile mrrl
pensating for some lean holes thatwould otherwise tend to detonate. Distribution with a car-
buretor andwet intake manifold is verytrickyto optimize, even with a l,ambda sensor in each
hole, while with EFI it's practicaly a giv€n

Combustion chamber design is a key aspect of power produc-
tion with a given fuel octane. A compact chamber with a
deep. central spark plug position, as exhibited by this
Cleveland-style head, is ideal. Also note the extensive quench
area at both sides of the chamber.

nal position in *re q,linder generally able to
get more power out of an octane point. The
major reason once again is time. These
designs tend to provide a faster bum rate,
propagating the bum more quickly, decrqas
ngthe potentialforend gas light-off lt's not at
all unusual foran eficientaftermarkethead to
rcquire subsantially less total timing to give
nuximum poweq a direa indication that *re
bum rate is materially quicker. Small closed
chamberq which are the norm in today's
heads, provide another benefit increased
quench area

Plug Tip Preparation

A simple step that can prevent localized
hot spots on a plug's electrode is to prep
the ground strap as shown here. This
mod will help reduce the tendency to
pre-ignition and works especially well
with nitrous.

OUENCH IT IF YOU CAN
The quench effect on engine efficiency

has been well documented and researched
since early in the last century What is the
quench effect, you aslcl Simply put, it is

desigdng in a close clear-
ance between a substandal
ponion of the piston area
and the bouom of the
cylinder head when the
piston is at top dead center.
A closed-chamber head
has a large flat area the
quench surface, over a sub
stantial ponion ofthe bore.

ft has been found ttr:at if the pison rises to
within 050 inch or closer to the flat of the
tread, gd things happen in the combustion
prucess The effecs herc are multifaceted
Frst, is ttre squish effect" wherein as *re pis-
ton closes the gup in the quench ponion of
the head as it approaches TDC, the com-
bustible mix in this ponion of the chamber is
rapidly displaad, creating combustion-pro
modng ubulence, speeding the bum

In the compression proesq the gasses in
the chamber reach a very higfr temperanue.
As the propagating flame front eryands, the
U€ssue can get high enough to autoignite
the end gas at ttre far side of the chamber.

GETTING INSIDE
Up until *ris point we have been discussing

facton to maximize *re pump-gas potential of
an engine,without wengeninginside the pow-
erplanr Things like temperature management

and precise mntrol of the
fuel and i$ition slrt€ms
can readilybe employed on
an existing engine. There
are significant gains in
pump gas performance up
forgnabswhen the engine is
being built Aerrr, if maxi-
mum power is to be had
from a given fuel ocune

qualiry, the cylinder prcssure potential of the
powerplant has to be at the maximum tolera-
ble, short of detonation This limit can clearly
be pushed up, ifthe tendency to detonate is
reduced There arc numeruus steps *rat can be
takenwhen mming up with an engine mmbi
nation to make it less likefu to encounter deto
nation

Cylinder head desigl is an area where all
the plaryen are not created equal Just bv going

Plug Heat Factors
Cooler Short Hotter Longer

Electrode

Short
Hatl
Patr

Long

fl#

Electsode Tip

m+H.*m
Sometimes pre-ignition can occur from
inappropriate components. A plug's elec-
trodes must dissipate heat at a sufficient
rate to avoid overheating and pre-igniting
the mix. The heat range needs to be cooF
er as the power level and cylinder pres-
sure lncreases.

to an aluminum cylinder hea4 a usefrrl increase
in compression ratio of up to a full ratio point of compression can be employed Bq'ond the
materid itse[ there are other facton in the cylinder head desigr that increase detonation toler-
ance and allow higfrer oompression ratios The combustion chamber desigrr is the biggest factor
here, with mmpact chambers featuring small volumes and plugs moved inward to a more cer



Since with a tight quench clearance, most
ofthese end gasses are squeezed out nsar

TDC, the chances of auto-igmtion (demna-
tion) are geady reduced The temperature of

autoigrition is approximatelv 1"375" E Clearly, the cylin-
der head temperature is sfficandy cooler than the end gas temper-
ature at or near autoigrition levels. Due to the temperature differential,
the thin layer of detonation-prone gasses at the exrremities of the
chamber are actualfu cooled by the proximiry to the head, funher
diminishing the tendency to detonate. It is from this moling effect that
the term "ouench" is derivec

How much cylinder pressure can be run on pump gas?
Commonly, a cranking compression of 18O psi is considered

pretty good. We've seen engines built with attention to most of
the factors discussed here run 2OO psi successfully. Would you

believe we are experimenting with pressures as high as 220
psi? lt might work, using every trick in the book.

i



An engine's detonation point and power
output can be raised with thermal barri'
er coatings applied to the cylinder
heads. Coating the valves and ports
reduces the heat transfer to the charge,
while the chamber coating helps normal-
ize the surface temperature distribution.
This package of heads and pistons was
fully prepped by Swain, a specialist in
the field.

An engine with an effective quench will
be more detonation resistant, afid it is tvpical
for surprisingly substantial improvements in
torque to result from the more efficient com-
bustion. Most builden consider.040 inch or
so to be an effective urget for piston-to-
quench-area cleaftmce, a spec easilyobtained
with a closed-chamber head a piston at zero
deck, and a standard Felko.039-inch com-
pressed thickness gasker

MECI{ANICAL
CONFIGURATION

Weve discussed how the cylinder heads
at the top end ofthe engine can provide a
subsuntial benefit to pump gas power; but
what about the basic mechanical confizura-

tion ofthe bottom end?
There are numer-
ous theories and
opinions, but in
most lnstances,
litde empirical
data. Testing at
MIT clearly
established a
r e l a t i o n s h i p

between bore size and octane require-
ments, and the results indicated larger
bores increased combustion time and

t e m p e r a t u r e ,
increasing the ten-
denry to detonate.
Howwer, that test-
ing covered sub
stantial variations
in bore size, from
25 to 6 inches. We
doubt there is sig-
nificant enough an
effect to warrant
consideration in
the range of bore
sizes typical of
high-pe rformance
stleet engnes.

Another aspect
of engine configu-
ration that has
gained a following

is the use of shorter rods. Shoner rods will
result in quicker piston motion in the vicini-
ty ofTDC. Proponens of the short rod the-
ory clarm there is an advantage to be had by
the accelerated volume gain away from
TDC as combustion propagates, though we
wonder ifthere are losses due to accelerated
pressure decay.We've seen no empirical data
to quantify these theories. We do know that
shoner rods increase intemal fiiction, and
rylinder wall loading. The bonom line is we
wouldnt lose any sleep over trying to find an
edge in unusual engine configurations.

COATINGS CAN
HEtP

There are several
types of coatings that
have gained popularity
in recent yean, and iCs
for good reason: they
work. From the stand-

point of making the most power with pump
gas, Thermal Banien Coatings (TBCs) are
right on target. TBCs are desigred to reduce
the transference ofhear That characteristic
can be put to effective use inside an engine

These are the rods and pistons from a
normally aspirated 7OO-plus-hp
street/strip smalFblock Chevy that PHR
tech contributor David Vizard built. Not
one to leave power potential untapped,
everything is coated.

in a number of ways. Heat is energy and
energy is powel so it follous that keeping
heat in the combustion space has the poten-
tial for an enhancement in power.
Aluminum is a very effective heat conducto6
and also happens to define a large ponion of
an engine's combustion surface area Banier
coatings applied to piston crowns have
become popular in an effon to retain more
of the combustion energy in producing
power, rather than being lost through
absorption through the piston Similarly,
TBCs are commonly used to coat the com-
bustion chamben ofaluminum heads, again
to curb heat loss.

'Heat transfer is a two-way street, and
sometimes a TBC is just as valuable in
keeping heat out as it is in keeping heat in.
Valves, having limited means to transfer
heat via the seats and guides, tend to be
among the hottest component inside an
engine. Intake valves are cooled consider-
ably by the air/fuel charge rushing past.
While the valves are being cooled, the
induction charge is being heated, and
we've already discussed the negative
effects of that. At the other side of the
chamber, the exhaust valves get little relief
fiom heat. Temperature builds in the
exhaust valve, making it the hottest com-

These Indy Cylinder Head Hemi
pistons received a thermal barrier
coating on the crown, and a friction-
reducing coating on the skirt. Thermal
barrier coatings can improve power,
since retaining heat in the combustion
process means getting more efficiency
from the charge in the cylinder.



ponenr in the
combustion space.

Exhaust valve heat
has been found to be

a major contributor to
end-gas temperature rise, and

the resultant detonation.
Thermal banier coating can reduce the

ingess of combustion heat into the valves,
with the promise of cooler surface tempera-
rures. Coating the combustion face of the
valves has become popular to reduce the
valve's operating temperutures, and our own
experience has indicated a genuine reduc-
tion in the tendency lor the engine to detc
nate. While valves, pistons, and chamben
are the most common applications for
TBCs, pon surfaces and intake manifolds
ar€ among other areas where some builders
are employing these coatings.

VALVE TIMING VARIABLES
We all know that pressure in the rylinder

plays a critical role in making power, but we
also realize that too much pressure w"ill con-
tribute to the onset of detonation. The
camshaft plays a vital role in determining

just what opeftting pres-
sure the engine uill see.
Obuously, if the camshaft
keeps the valves open all
the time, the pistons will
go up and down and there
won't be any compression
happening at all. Given
that fact, it's clear that the

cam has a substantial effect on the cylinder
pressure. So how does cam timing relate to
detonation tolerance, power, and cylinder
pressure? We'll examine some of the key
polnts.

Rom the standpoint ofrylinder pressure,
the most relevant event in cam timing is the
intake valve closing point. The intake valve
closes while the piston is on its way up on
the compression stroke, and there isn't any
compressing going on until the intake valve
closes. lnng-duration camshafrs will open
the intake valve earlier, and conespondingly
close the intake valve later, which reduces
the cylinder pressure at lower rpm \\rith
long-duration camshafu, the compressron
ratio should be increased to compensate.
Other aspects of the camshaft alter the
inuke valve closing point, and therefore have
a direct affect on cylinder pressure. At a given
duration level a wider lobe separation angle
will close the intake valve later; bleeding off
some of the rylinder pressure. Similarly,

when the installed centerline is altered, the cam
timing u'ill change. Advancing the camshaft u,ill
increase the pressure, while retarding it will close
the inmke valve later and rcduce it.

So u'hat is the llay to go u'ith camshaft evens
if milximum pump gas power is the goal? The
ansvrer here is too specific to the infinite variery of
engine combinations possible ro make a blanket
remmmendation There is an effective u'ay to
experiment *'ith different combinations, wirhout
the need to try a dozen cams. The trick is to use
one of the many engine simulation software pn>
grams available, to model *re efecs of various
cam profiles. \\ith a program like Drnomation's
Engne Analrzer Pro, any changes of cam timing
events can be simulated, and the resultant
changes to rylinder pressure are estimated rvith a
good degee ofaocuracy

THE COMPRESSION RATIO
\\,lth all this talk about pressure and detona-

tion, lve've purposely left the topic of compres
sion ratio for last. There is no doubt that com-
pression ratios have been trending up, with
OEN{s now building engines with ratios on the

same level as dur-
ing the high-
octane musclecar
dals of the late
'60s. High com-
pressron serves
up many benefits,
helping to
achieve hiCh

torque and power numben, increasing fuel effi-
ciency, and improving thronle response, lvhile

Cam timing and compression ratio are inte-
gral to cylinder pressure. Computer model-
ing can predict the effects of a variety of
cam events to zero-in on an effective combi-
nation.

the reduced clearance volume also aids
in cleaning up the idle. Modem OEM
engines are pushing ever closer to the
111 marh with Cher,roleCs new LS7
Corvette plant actually at that level now

Beginning decades ago, when avail-
able fuel octane fint began to rapidly
decline, the trend was to lower com-
pression ratio to 9:1 or even less. These
days much higher ratios are again
becoming commonplace in high-perfor-
mance builds. The improvements in
technology panicularly in the areas dis
cussed. irllow higher compression ratio
to be tolerated on pump gas. Building
an engine with a[[ of these tricls makes
it possible. Eff
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